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Impact on Temperature

EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED
ALL
CNTL
NoBias
NoArgo
NoAlti
NoMoor

ORAS4: 1958-onwards
1958-onwards. As ORAS4 but No DA (only SST)
ORAS4 removing the bias correction. 1958-onwards
ORAS4 removing Argo. 2001 onwards
ORAS4 removing Altimeter. 1993 onwards
ORAS4 removing Moorings. 1993 onwards

Note: In ORAS4 there is an explicit bias correction term which has been estimated using
observations. The term correct the mean state.
NoBias can be interpreted as the impact of all observing systems in the mean state, while
the other OSEs affect mainly the variability.

Averaged RMSD in upper 300m

Complementary Impact: Moorings impact the equator, Altimeter the tropics, Argo and
Bias the extratropics

Impact on Salinity

Diagnostics for Evaluation
1.

Impact
•
•

Stat (OSE-ORAS4) ; Stat can be RMSD (Root Mean Square Difference)
Normalized index: Stat(OSE –ORAS4)/stat(OSE-REF)
The impact metric does not measure “goodness” or skill

Averaged RMSD in upper 300m

2.

Fit to data ( T, S, Sea Level)
This diagnostics evaluates skill, but it is limited to the observed variables. If
observations are limited, so will be the scope of this diagnostic.

3.

Impact on Climate signals (Sea Level, Steric Height, OHC)

4.

Impact on Seasonal forecast skill (not shown and not significant in S4

)

Examples of Impact (Temperature)

The impact on salinity is dominated by Argo and Bias Correction.

Impact versus Skill (Temperature in Western Pacific )
Impact versus Skill (Temperature in Western Pacific )
(top left) Impact seem larger than differences
in fit to data (top right)
Not enough observations to measure impact
(Fit to data defined as RMS of first guess)

•
•
•
•

(bottom left) Fit to Moorigs is worst in
NoMoor, degraded if NoAlti or NoBias.
Improved if NoArgo !?

TAO dominates impact in early years
Comparable impact of all observing systems after 2004
Resience: amplitude of differences decreases as Argo
appears.
At times the impact of different observing systems is
“anticorrelated”

(bottom right) Fit to Argo is worst if NoArgo
and NoAlti. Also degraded if NoMoor or NoBias

In Western Pacific NoArgo improves the fit to
Moorings.
Symptomatic of problems with the assimilation of
system?
Symptomatic of non redundant information?

Impact into context (NoBias and CNTL)
Temperature RMSD (OSE-ALL) Eastern Pacific (EQ1)

(left) The impact of NoBias is
comparatively larger than any
individual OSE .
(right) The RMSD of CNTL
dwarfs any individual
contribution and is larger
than their sum .

Total Steric Height

Climate Signals: Steric Height Partition
•

Largest impact in later years from NoArgo and
NoBias
• Argo essential to capture the dip for 2007 ENSO
• NoAlti and NoMoor impact 1997/8 ENSO

Normalized Impact Temperature
RMSD (OSE-ALL) /(CNTL-ALL)

Thermo Steric Height

(right) Because the “non additive” impact,
the normalized index is not easy to interpret

Halo Steric Height

NoArgo and NoBias impact
the partition into thermo and
halo steric contributions
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